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Abstract— Deformable inputs offer users the ability to
physically manipulate a device for system interaction. We
combine flexible electronic technologies with human computer
interaction to study how changing the form factor of digital
devices can offer new interaction techniques to users. We
introduce our research on deformable user interfaces by
discussing bend gestures as a source of input, presenting our
process to rapidly prototype flexible devices, and demonstrate
three deformable user interfaces: bend passwords, bend for
mobile games, and bend for vision impaired users. We show how
flexible devices and deformable interactions can improve how we
interact with our devices.
Keywords—Human Computer Interaction, Deformable User
Interfaces, Flexible Electronics

I. INTRODUCTION
It is becoming evident the next generation of displays will
be flexible, having made their way from research prototypes to
consumer products [1]. They are lightweight, flexible and thin,
and interactive. Emerging flexible technologies enable a
multitude of flexible interactive devices, covering a range of
modalities; from those resembling paper documents to others
like the newest smartphones. Beyond being interesting new
pieces of technology, it is necessary to investigate how people
will interact with flexible devices. How are these interactions
different from those with rigid devices? What form factors
would create better interactions? Are there specific contexts,
applications, or user populations that could benefit most from
flexible devices, with or without displays? How should we
design for them? Are there scenarios or spaces where flexible
devices are not appropriate? These research questions are
critical to creating a successful user experience when
interacting with a device. It is crucial to start addressing them
in parallel to the design and the development of the technology.
These research questions stem from the field of Human
Computer Interaction (HCI), which puts users first, and
considers and investigates how users will adopt, learn, and
interact with digital devices and interfaces. Deformable User
Interface (DUI) research focuses on flexible technology [2],
[3], and investigates how the flexibility and deformability of
digital devices can be exploited to offer new interaction
techniques to users. For instance, we can bend the corner of an
ebook reader to change the page [4], or squeeze a phone to
answer it [5].
In this paper, we focus on the research question: can
flexible input improve how we interact with our handheld

Figure 1. Flexible devices offer deformation as a source of input.
In this game, bending the top right corner towards the user
fires a paper arrow [6].

devices? Our research investigates the design and evaluation of
new input and interaction techniques for this new generation of
interactive devices. We present research on deformable user
interfaces conducted at the Creative Interactions Lab at
Carleton University, discussing interaction techniques and
showing various applications of such deformable flat UIs such
as bend passwords, game input, and targeting vision impaired
users.
II. ADVANCES IN USER INTERACTION USING DEFORMATION
With the advent of smartphones, rigid handheld devices
have enabled an unprecedented level of interaction for users.
However, there are a number of issues with our rigid devices
that prevent ideal use: the partial occlusion of the display by
our fingers during interaction, the limited reachability of
interactions areas due to the growing size of smartphones, the
unavailability of touch in certain contexts (e.g., due to wearing
gloves, or to sensing and mobility disabilities) [7].
We believe that flexible devices can solve some of those
issues. Flexible devices offer deformation as a source of input,
at time in complementarity to current sources of input such as
touch, buttons, or tilt. Specifically, we focus our research on
bend gestures. Bend gestures are created by the curvature of a
portion of a flexible device (e.g. upwards bend of the top right
corner of a flexible smartphone, Figure 1) [9], [10]. Bend
gestures are classified by the gesture location (e.g. top corner
or side fold), direction (towards the user, or away from the
user), the size of the bend area, the angle, the edge, the speed
and duration of the bend [10]. These gestures can include both

can use functional flexible displays or prototyped displays (e.g.
using projection on a flexible plastic substrate), both
augmented with flexion sensors, to enable the dynamic
physical manipulation of information.

Figure 2. Our rapid fabrication process: (a) drawing the circuit, (b)
etching the circuit, (c) soldering the components, and (d) encasing
the prototype in silicone [8].

B. Applications
Our work in this field started with the creation of
PaperPhone, the first smartphone-inspired fully functional
flexible E Ink prototype that uses bend gestures as input [9].
Following this, we investigated numerous applications suitable
for bend input, from basic smartphone applications such as
music players and icon navigation (e.g. [5]) to developing tools
for users with physical impairments (e.g. with blind users [11]).
We illustrate three areas here: bend passwords, bend in mobile
gaming, and bend as input for blind users.
Bend passwords are a novel authentication scheme that

one and two-handed interactions [5]. Bending the device
allows the user to interact with their device with minimal
occlusion as the hands stay on the periphery of the device.
A. Prototyping Flexible Devices in HCI
As HCI researchers, our goal is to provide better tools for
users to interact with digital information. When creating our
prototypes, we use a rapid prototyping method that allows us
to iterate quickly to produce a prototype that allows the
assessment of interaction techniques, form factors and
applications. We developed a relatively inexpensive method
for HCI researchers to create and customize deformable
prototypes that use flexible printed circuits with commercial
flexion sensors [8]. Figure 2 illustrates the basic steps of this
process, which is easily repeatable and works for a variety of
materials.
We also use maker tools (e.g. 3d printing and moulding).
We balance various considerations when developing our
prototypes: form factor (size and shape of the device),
ergonomics (stiffness and comfort), sensing requirements (e.g.
flexion, stretch) [8]. We iterate quickly through our prototypes
to find one that optimizes our design constraints. Figure 3
shows a series of prototypes produced through rapid iterations
to reach the required design considerations of our prototype.
This iterative process, combined with sometimes complex
form factor considerations leads us to produce prototypes that

Figure 4. Bending and twisting input for our bendable game
controller.

uses bend gestures as input modality [12]. Bend passwords are
composed of a series of bend gestures on a flexible smartphone
from 20 possible gestures defined by the location of the bend,
(which corner(s) of the device is manipulated), and on the
direction of the bend (towards or away from the user) [10].
Through three user studies to evaluate their usability and
security, we demonstrated that bend passwords are more secure

Figure 5. Typhlex, a flexible prototype designed for blind users.

and as memorable as PIN passwords. In a shoulder surfing
study, we also showed that people did not possess the current
mental models to steal a bend password.

Figure 3. Iterating through prototypes in silicone lets researchers
achieve quickly the correct design considerations of form factor,
ergonomics and sensing requirements.

We used a novel game controller, Bentroller (Figure 4), to
explore mobile gaming with flexible devices. Bendtroller adds
a flexible bridge to a rigid standard controller [13]. In addition
to button input, users can perform four deformation gestures by
bending and twisting the bridge. We evaluated this controller
with two user studies to investigate the appropriateness,
efficiency and user experience of three action mappings (using
only buttons; using buttons for navigation and deformation for
actions (e.g. jumping); and using buttons for actions and
deformation for navigation). In all studies, we found that users
enjoyed mapping special actions to the novel gestures.

Flexible devices also show promise for vision impaired
users. This research aims to understand if deformation as an
alternative tactile interaction experience could enhance the
accessibility of technology for blind users. A preliminary study
comparing touch and bend with simulated visually impaired
users demonstrated such potential [11]. We then compared our
prototype with a smartphone by asking blind users to browse a
mobile website performing a series of common tasks while
controlling a screen reader (Figure 5). Bend gestures were
easily understood, performed, and enjoyed by our blind
participants, and the gestures provided a more familiar
mapping to screen- reading actions than touch-based
interaction.
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III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we demonstrate that deforming and reshaping
devices, such as dynamically changing the device’s form
factor, is a promising trajectory for handheld devices. We use
the examples of Bend passwords, a novel authentication
scheme for flexible devices, and Bendtroller, our deformable
game controller, to introduce bend gestures as a meaningful
input for flexible mobile devices and show that flexible devices
and deformable interactions can improve how we interact with
our devices. Finally, we show that the tactile nature of gripping
and bending a deformable device, Typhlex, can be useful for
specific users, such as people who are visually impaired.
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